Positive Approach To The Tragedy! What
Tragedy? To Be A Human Being…

Saturday, March 31, 2018 at 5:13 pm.

No kidding. To be a human being is a tragedy big time.
No matter how positive. No matter how successful. No matter how blessed one considers oneself
to be. No matter the biggest or the smallest? The tragedy of life affects us all!
We human beings are a tragic disarray of likes and dislikes. A tragic disarray of opinions,
beliefs, wants, and whatever else can be thrown that we are, but!

Despite It ALL?

The Father/Creator has His mind and heart set in restoring us to the original intent for our
creation.
Behold! His Plan Of Restoration To The Original Intent For Our Creation Is In Effect —To
Love. To Be Loved. Your Cherish Family O Mighty One? Forever To be!

I don't know which way to go, but! Father knows .... ?
It’s now 10:45 pm. Lots have happened since 5 pm when I recorded the above. I could not
continue writing. I felt so bad! I tried to sleep, but! I couldn’t.
So? I got up to continue the work in the front page for thia-basilia.com. I needed to link a graphic
on how to read the book, but! I did not know what I was looking for. Meantime?
I checked my emails. A like on a post I wrote last year. I wonder. I clicked. Wow! The perfect
link to the graphic.

Wow! Father led me to the perfect file to link the graphic ...
?
Though the graphic is on how to read The Family—A—True Story the post I clicked is on how
to read the BOOK of all books.
Wow! The Family—A—True Story is set in the BOOK. What BOOK? That Is The Ultimate
Way To Read The Best Seller BOOK Of All Best Sellers.
The Way To Grasp The Beauty And Passionate Undying Love For Each One Of Us Displayed
From The First To The Last Page Of The BOOK.
It’s truly uncanny the way the Creator is leading me to post. I did not know how to link the
graphic. Now? Without much ado, here it is in the next page.

This Is The Ultimate Way To Read The Best
Seller BOOK Of All Best Sellers.
The Way To Grasp The Beauty And Passionate Undying Love For
Each One Of Us Displayed From The First To The Last Page Of
The BOOK.
Journal—An ongoing dialog between thia/Basilia and Master Yahuwah/Yahushua. …
Saturday, August 12, 2017 at 10:40 am.
Exactly 43 years since I first laid eyes on the pages of the BOOK. That first impact with the
power of such unknown might cost me my mental ability for three long days. My mind snapped
with such impact. Indeed! It was feared I was not to recuperate from such blow, but! Three days
later? I came back if only with a healthy respect for the Mighty Power in that BOOK. A power I
knew nothing about. I shelved the BOOK and made up my mind to dedicate myself to the task at
hand to take care of my girls.
Even so, the Might of that BOOK cannot be shelved by any other power whatsoever on or below
or above the earth. So, my destiny began to shape up as per the Might in that BOOK.
Forty-three years later? The Beauty And Passionate Undying Love For Each One Of Us
Displayed From The First To The Last Page Of The BOOK is also displayed in the pages of my
heart. Those pages are recorded in the Journal—An ongoing dialog between thia/Basilia and
Master Yahuwah/Yahushua. …
Yes indeed! Each one of us are the object of the beauty and passionate undying love displayed in
in the pages of that BOOK. And that beauty and passionate undying love are daily displayed in
the pages of our hearts in the course of our earthly journey.
We are at the portal of the end time, but! As civilization demands we choose to ignore such
negative reality. Why should we pay mind to such? Civilization has reached its highest and
climbing even farther. There is hardly anything that the human mind cannot achieve, yet! We
keep searching, searching, searching…whatever for? Ah! We are searching for the next page of
that beauty and passionate undying love daily recorded in the pages of our hearts!
Have you found that page yet my friend? Are you able to identify the pages in your heart by
reading the pages written in the BOOK and in the heart of yours truly recorded in the journal of
my life? For the kingdom of the Almighty consists of and is based on not talk but power (moral
power and excellence of soul). And that’s what is being recorded in the pages of our hearts.
Food for thought.

That’s the exact record of the original post. As I read it? I see the grand miracle of our lives
regardless our state and condition now.
Let’s prepare for the continuing leading on what to post next. I have not yet got the slightest.
Bless my heart. Father knows. Whatever is next? It’ll be a reading for your own individual
edification.
May it so be done. His love in my heart for all remains there to stay for eternity, thiaBasilia.

